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THE KAYAK SHOP
• Sales
• Hire
• Guided
adventures
• Sea starter
courses

www.eastcoastkayaking.com

37 Jetty Road,
Sandringham
ph: (03) 9597 0549
Rob Smith
m: 0429 330 599

Meet your best friend

After your dog, your paddle is your best friend.
Out there, there will be times when you’ll stake your life on it.
You can’t afford to settle for a second rate paddle.

Bracsa paddles • Light • Strong • State of the art
And at a realistic price —
Bracsa Hurricane 20.................................... $315 includes GST
Bracsa Tornado 60........................................ $435 includes GST
Bracsa Typhoon 60........................................ $435 includes GST
Canoe Outrigger................................................ $250 includes GST
Lengths custom made to suit you, including hand grip.
Professional fibreglass repairs and custom
modifications to fibreglass kayaks
fact. 4, 14 Hartnett Dve
Seaford

8796 3100

www.braca-sport.com
Steve Vegh

Mob: 0414 575 311
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Editor‘ial’
intervention

President’s report

Well the Christmas/Summer issue
made it out ok although we just missed
getting it into Santa’s sack in time.
A huge thanks to Alan Wallace who
worked until 1.30 am on the eve of his
holiday away to get it laid out (sorry
Barb), the guys at PAGE Design who
printed and finished the mags, and Les
B and Raia who did the mail out as I
had left for the country – and of course
PW.
Yes, we know it was a little smaller and
cuter than usual, and we have listened
to you regards captions on photos,
storywriter’s details, and who was
on the trips. We are always open for
feedback and welcome your input and
suggestions.
There have been a plethora of paddles
since the last issue and we thank the
great variety of writers in this issue.
Maybe when trip leaders run a trip,
they can match up those with cameras
and someone to write up a trip report
so the rest of our avid readers and
members can learn about it?
Now it’s time to enjoy the water while
it is still warm, and do something
charitable and get involved in the
CanTeen Round the Bay Challenge
— read on.
Ed

Welcome all new
members
The start of the year sees us welcome
23 new members to the club. If you
have joined recently, keep an eye out for
activities that you can get involved in
and make friends with paddlers in your
local area as you can easily team up as
travelling/paddling buddies. Not only is
safety increased through paddling with
others, it allows you to learn off each
other and this is a social sport after all.
Our newest members are:
Peter Amaricai, Juergen Baessler, James
Barton, Jerry Belleli, Robin Boundy,
Steve Brittain, Damon Cook, David
Corlett, John Davy, Barry De Haas,
Christopher Edwards, John Evertze,
David Fox, Greg Gleason, Andrew Gray,
Campbell Loader, Leo O’Callaghan,
Toni Ormston, Stan Podobnik, Dale
Price, Andrea Shanahan, Wolfgang
Vogul, Tim Wise and Gary Youston.

Peter Costello has initiated an excellent
project: to raise money for Canteen by
an “Around the Bay” paddle on 28–30
April this year. Canteen is a worthy
charity, giving support to teenagers
afflicted with cancer. I urge members
to join in, raise sponsorship, and knock
off the challenge of paddling around
Port Phillip. You can plan to do this in
a team, or in stages, or do the whole
thing in one continuous push and see
how long it takes. Let’s see how much
we can raise.
We now have a new base for club’s
regular monthly Canadian Bay paddles.
The sea scout hall at the north end of
Canadian Bay will make an excellent
base for operations.

by Peter Treby
I hope members increasingly contribute
to our new style website. Webmaster
Craig continues to develop what
could become an enormous paddling
resource, as members post trip reports
to their own blog, profile, and resources
section. Make sure you have a graze
around www.vskc.org.au and become
familiar with it. Craig is always looking
for images and new material. Please
let Craig have your feedback and
suggestions.
Cheers.

Letters
CanTeen Round the Bay
Challenge
Received from CanTeen (extract)
We all think your idea is fantastic and
I am delighted to confirm that we are
able to provide you with the authority
to fund raise on the behalf of CanTeen.
It is without hesitation that CanTeen
supports you (and VSKC) in your
endeavours.
Nearer the time we will check the
availability of our members to see if
they can come down and visit, as many
are often in and out of hospital.
Please keep me up to date with the
progress of this event.
Kind regards
Deborah Anderson
Victoria & Tasmania Division Manager
CanTeen – The Australian Organisation
for Young People Living with Cancer

Latest News from Andrew
McAuley, Laurie Geoghan,
Stuart Trueman
The John Rymill Expedition at the time
of our publishing …
The Circle — March 12, 2006
We paddled across the Antarctic Circle
a couple of days ago. It’s a spot marked
on a map, but on the ocean there is, of
course, no feature to mark its presence.
It has been said that polar expeditions
are a useless exercise that serve no
purpose.
Paddling to an unmarked spot on a
featureless ocean certainly felt a little
pointless.
However on the up side, expeditions are
without doubt a celebration of human
endeavour. There is something special
about a small team of friends working
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towards a common goal, taking on
carefully calculated risks in a hostile
environment, and doing so safely. It’s
also a heck of a lot better than staying
at home and watching TV.
In measuring the success of this
expedition, we’ve had a short time to
reflect on what’s happened over the
past weeks. We didn’t get quite as
far south as we had hoped. However,
we paddled around 800 km along
the harshest and most inhospitable
coastline in the world. We did so safely,
without a resupply, and in the face of
difficult conditions. We returned as
friends. We had an awesome time in
one of the most incredible places on the
planet. Sounds like success to me.
After contacting our extraction crew on
the ‘Spirit of Sydney’, we were picked
up from Darbel Bay around 40 hours
ago. Since then we’ve been sailing home
— straight into the teeth of an Antarctic
gale. It was pretty rough, and not the
sort of weather you want to tackle in a
kayak.
The wind vane froze up as the metre hit
40 kn, however things continued to get
rougher and 50 kn was the consensus
from the mob on board
Frozen rigging and horizontal snow
added to the ‘fun’ (which it is not, I
have to say)
Right now we are taking a breather at
Palmer Station, an American base at the
southern end of Anvers Island
It’s getting very late in the season and
the March gales are upon us, so here’s
hoping for a smooth ride home.
To read the rest of the days adventure
and the exciting lead up if you haven’t
already, go to
http://www.andrewmcauley.com

A truly Sorrento experience
with Victoria McCaffrey, Allan Wallace & Wolf ‘the Iron Chef’ Passauer

by Victoria

On Sunday I hosted a paddle in
Sorrento. Two others turned up, Wolf
who has been a member for a long time
and a brand new member called Allan.

We were heading towards the South
Channel Pile along the shoreline, when
Allan decided he was rather tired and
would like to turn back, which we did.

pronounced boarders where they met
were unfamiliar to Allan. He was also
delighted to see the dolphins, because
he hadn’t seen any in over a year.

Allan had never paddled in a group
before, although he has sea kayaked
for four years. He used to race river
kayaks and is accustomed to travelling
at a cracking pace. When we took off
from Sorrento aquarium beach, Allan
commented that he had never had a
conversation with another kayaker on
the water. I was amazed, because this is
one of the things I enjoy about the club,
sharing current and past experiences as
we paddle.

It turned out he had been for an hour’s
hard paddle before Wolf and I arrived.
We had been paddling at a far slower
pace for an hour and a half, and Allan
had never spent that long sitting in his
boat, and his backside was hurting.

We continued on to my family’s boat
shed where we joined my children for a
sandwich and then back to the starting
spot. The SE breeze had come a bit by
then, as predicted by the BOM. Then we
had a coffee at the cafe.

I pointed out to Allan that because of
the flow, the paddle back would be very
fast. When we arrived back in half the
time, he was amazed.

A truly Sorrento experience, I think
I would like to do it again and I hope
more people might come next time.
I realise of course how very lucky we
were with the weather, but that is the
nature of, well, nature.

We travelled east against the ebb flow,
which was quite fast, but as there was
no breeze it was not hard work at all.
We looked at the grand houses and
nipped in around the couta and other
wooden boats in Sorrento.
When we were looking at a lovely
wooden hulled boat from Hobson’s Bay,
Wolf commented that this was a very
‘un-club-like paddle’.

On the way back we saw a large mob
of gannets all in one condensed area,
mostly on the water, interspersed with
pied cormorants. There was a bit of
turbulence where the two tide flows
met, just opposite the aquarium, but we
passed through that without incident.

See you next week.

It was interesting to get feed back from
someone who has paddled mostly
around Mentone about the tide’s
behaviour, in particular the strongly

CanTeen Round the Bay Charity Challenge
There are many challenges in our world
and many worthwhile charities. I don’t
think there can be any greater challenge
than a family living through a child
with cancer. CanTeen is well known for
their helping families with kids going
through this ordeal.
Sitting in remission now for the second
time, I feel it’s time for me to do
something that gives back to the system
and I can think of no more fun way to
do this than by paddling with a bunch
of mates and raising some money.
This Challenge is all about breaking
your normal routine for a weekend and
doing something we love (paddling)
to help others (raising sponsorship
money).
The aim is to have a continuous ‘pod’
of VSKC paddlers commence paddling
from Sandringham at 5.15 pm on Friday
28 April and in a clockwise direction
around the Bay until arriving back at
Sandringham on early Sunday morning.

The total distance is around 200
kilometres, with paddle legs between
8 and 18 km — all very achievable for
VSKC paddlers.
Paddlers can organise within their
teams the frequency of rotation, or
those legs that they wish to paddle.
There will be collective sharing of
information before we start.
An example of one team made up of
six members, where two paddlers will
be on the water at any one stage, two
resting and the other pair moving up to
the next checkpoint.
The on water pod will consist of a
fast group and a regular speed group.
The regular speed group will have
an allocated leader within the group,
the faster group will only break off if

The paddlers on the water will be part
of teams that are formed. You may
organise and submit your own teams
from friends you enjoy paddling with,
or you may call me and I will group
you into teams based on what distance/
times/areas you wish to be on the water.
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by Peter Costello

conditions and the location allow. The
pod will pull in to designated stops
at regular intervals to allow paddler
interchange, rest and refreshment.
We will have Australian Volunteer
Coastguard and land crew support
throughout the journey.
Please contact Peter Costello to discuss
further and register your interest as
either a paddler or as land crew
0419 151 153, and if you can’t make it
but wish to contribute some cash to this
very worth while cause send it to my
home address (receipt will be issued).
I am also keen to hear from you if you
have contacts or are in a position to
offer product that we may use as draw
prizes for paddlers and donors.

A trip from Strahan to Adventure Bay, Tasmania
It’s like a visit to the moon or to that other
star,
I guess you go for nothing, if you really
want to go that far. L. Cohen.
In December 2005 and January 2006
I paddled solo around the SW and
S coast of Tasmania. The Tasmanian
World Heritage Area wilderness is an
attractive destination for sea kayaking.
The trip satisfied a long–held desire to
visit the area, in part to make amends
for an unsuccessful attempt to visit
Maatsuyker Island on another paddling
trip a few years ago.
Here is a description from the United
Nations Environment Programme
World Conservation Monitoring Centre:
“The property contains most of the last
great temperate wilderness remaining
in Australia, most of it being in a
natural or near natural condition, and
is one of the last remaining such areas
in the world. The property encompasses
diverse habitats, including jagged
coasts, islands, major estuaries, alpine
plateau and mountain peaks, turbulent
rivers, sheltered lakes, rain forest and
moorland. These support a flora and
fauna that include many primitive
groups of Gondwanan origins, with
relatives in Gondwanan continental
fragments such as South America,
Africa and India. Endemism is high
and there are a significant number of
threatened species. The property also
contains Pleistocene archaeological
sites and Holocene aboriginal sites of
universal significance.”

Summary of trip
Dates, distances, weather
• 26–27 December 2005: Spirit of
Tasmania Melbourne to Devonport.
Drove to Strahan and left kayak
and paddling gear, then drove on to
Hobart for the night.
• 28 December 2005: Flew Hobart to
Strahan. Weather unsuitable for
paddling.
• 29 December 2005: Weather
unsuitable for paddling. Macquarie
Harbour cruise in gale and low cloud.
• 30 December 2005: Launched Strahan
around midday, landed Pilot Bay
Macquarie Heads. Weather: Fine,
moderate wind. Flat inside Hells
Gates. Outside Hells Gates, 2–4 m
swell, Sea < 0.5 m. Distance: 18 km.
• 31 December 2005: Pilot Bay to
Sanctuary Bay, Point Hibbs. Weather:
Overcast, some rain. Wind to
15 knots NE. Swell 3 m, seas to 1 m.
Distance: 53 km.
• 1 January 2006. Attempted to leave
Point Hibbs, returned. Wind 20+
knots rising. Swell rising 3+ m.
Seas 1–2 m. Distance 8 km.
• 2, 3 January 2006. At Point Hibbs
• 4 January 2006: Point Hibbs to Cowrie
Beach, Low Rocky Point. Wind
mainly 5–10 knots, swell dropping to
3–4 m, seas 1 m. Distance: 51 km.
• 5 January 2006: Cowrie Beach to
Bramble Cove, Port Davey. Wind to 15

by Peter Treby
Nadgee expedition

knots, swell 3 m, sea < 1 m.
Distance 55 km.
• 6 January 2006: At Bramble Cove.
25+ knots.
• 7 January 2006: Moved from Bramble
Cove to Spain Bay via Breaksea
Islands. Wind 20–30 knots, swell
2–3 m seas 1–2 m. Distance 7 km.
• 8 January 2006. Spain Bay to Ketchem
Bay, via SW Cape. Wind 10 – 20
knots, swell 4 m max 6.5 m,
seas 1–2 m. Distance 41 km.
• 9 January 2006: Ketchem Bay
to Maatsuyker Island, then to
Deadman’s Cove. Wind < 10 knots,
swell < 2 m, sea < 0.5 m.
Distance 42 km.
• 10 January 2006. Deadman’s Cove to
Cockle Creek. Wind to 15 knot S.
Swell < 2 m seas < 1 m. Low cloud
and poor visibility at times.
Distance 46 km.
• 11 January 2006. At Cockle Creek.
Walk to Fishers Point, and South
Cape Bay.
• 12 January 2006. Cockle Creek to
Tasman Head, Bruny Island, then
to Fluted Cape and Grassy Point.
Wind to 25 knot NW, then 30 – 50
knot front. Swell 2–3 m, seas to 2 m.
Distance 57 km.
• 13 January 2006. Grassy Point to
Adventure Bay beach. Wind 15 knots.
Seas < 0.5 m. swell < 1 m.
Distance 3 km.

Just before launching at Strachan
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Satellite phone
I took a satellite phone on this trip, to
keep those at home happy, given that
I was going alone. In the event that
I activated my EPIRB (carried on my
pfd), the search area could be narrowed
by reference to the last position report
made to home base.
I rang my wife or Les Bognar each
night with a position report, and my
intentions. Les and Sal kept in touch
by email. Les, Sal, and the Tasmanian
Police at Strahan were each given
a written trip plan. Being able to
contact home base by satellite phone
perhaps detracts from the wilderness
experience, but made me feel slightly
less irresponsible.
I also took a CDMA mobile phone.
There was no reception until Cockle
Creek.

Les Bognar and my wife Sally
monitored progress. This must have
been a little annoying for Les as he has
been keen to paddle SW Tasmania,
and may have been there but for a fall
from his bicycle and broken shoulder.
Thanks again Les.

It is thought that a predator, such as
a killer whale, may have driven them
ashore, or they may have been in a
feeding frenzy and gone too close to
shore.
The remains visible in early 2006 were
high up the beach on stony north facing
areas, which made me wonder if a
high spring tide and northerly wind
had piled up the water on that side of
Point Hibbs, to carry the whales up,
although this may have occurred after
the stranding.

Highlights
Point Hibbs and whale strandings
At Point Hibbs I came across the
remains of a long–finned pilot whale
stranding which occurred in November
2003. Over 100 whales were found
dead, together with ten bottlenose
dolphins.

Mt Stokes
One of the aims of the trip was to climb
to the top of a good vantage point and
enjoy a panoramic view of Port Davey
and Bathurst Harbour. The hill behind
the campsite at Bramble Cove, Mt
Stokes, gives an outstanding view.

Some vertebrae were still joined by
discs. I counted forty or more skulls.
In Australia, most reported whale
strandings are in Tasmania, and pilot
whales are by far the most numerous of
these.

The day I was there it was clear enough
to see a view of various waterways from
Joe Paige Bay and Bathurst Harbour, out
past Melaleuca to some of the islands
in the Maatsuyker group, around to
Stephens Bay and the sea stacks south
of Port Davey, and back to Bond Bay.

Remains of a pilot whale — the upper jaw and vertebrae

First weaather totem, at Point Hibbs

Hells gates from the south head, before paddling through
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Over 200 degrees of shining water and
wilderness. If you get here, you should
climb Mt Stokes or Mt Rugby.
Maatsuyker Island
Maatsuyker Island is an iconic
destination for sea kayakers. It is
remote, has a lighthouse and usually a
caretaker.
It also has a troublesome rock landing
in a sheltered cove on its NE side, right
among a colony of 2–300 New Zealand
fur seals. The bull seals can be a little
intimidating, as they can weigh over
300 kg, and flop downhill heavily when
they decide to get away to the water.

After the trials of gel-coat scrape and
seal, I wandered along to the lighthouse
keeper’s cottages, to find the volunteer
caretakers had left the island for
medical reasons. Sadly, no cup of tea
and chat!

I had a thrilling moment when a large
swell broke with a roar behind me
while passing down the long gauntlet
of the Shank. Cross your fingers and be
prepared for wipe-out!

Bommies and reefs

There are now four known members of
this exclusive club. The day I paddled
around SW Cape involved significant
wave height of around 4 m, with the
largest waves over 6 metres.

SW Cape Rollers Club

The coast from Cape Sorell to SW Cape
has plenty of reefs and rocks to surprise
and frighten a sea kayaker. The area
known as the Shank is particularly
exciting. While you may keep a keen
watch for breakers, because some
bommies only go off with the largest
waves, you can’t pick ‘em all.

I confirmed this with the Cape Sorell
waverider buoy observations for the
day, after estimating the wave heights
by imagining a sea kayak standing on
end in the trough.
You’d easily see over the top. Given
these conditions, I did the quickest roll
possible to earn membership, and got
going.
Surfing in to Ketchem Bay
After SW Cape, I went in to Ketchem
Bay for the night. The landing was
through 1–2 m surf.
As I broached and bounced sideways
onto the beach, and stumbled upright
on my shaky kayaker’s legs, five
bushwalkers rushed along the beach.
They carried my loaded boat up the
beach, and across to the beautiful
stream which led to the campsite.
They were the first people I had seen
for nine days. I could get used to that
sort of welcome!

In Stephens Bay

Bad hair day

Big Caroline Rock above a swell

Bramble Bay from Mt Stokes ridge
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View of Mt Stokes at Bramble Cove, looking south-west
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Sting in the tail
On what was to be the last day of the
trip, I intended to cross from Cockle
Creek to South Bruny Island, and
paddle up the east side to land at
Adventure Bay.
When I got to Fluted Cape and turned
NW, a strong frontal headwind reduced
progress to a crawl. I struggled in to a
rock landing in the lee of Grassy Point,
and set up camp with the howling wind

threatening to tear off tree branches. A
hard, driving rain lashed in.
Later, as I huddled in my tent and
settled down to make soup, I saw two
cray boats go past. They had been
sheltering in a bay below Connella
Head when I paddled past earlier. I had
wondered why they were there.
It now became obvious that they had
been waiting for the front to pass before
making a move, unlike a certain sea

Ironbounds

kayaker keen to finish his trip! I ended
up camped three kilometres from the
finish.
I walked to Adventure Bay the next
morning, before paddling around later
in easier conditions.

Suggestions for your trip to SW
Tasmania
• Take a fly or tarp as well as a tent.
This can make sitting out bad
weather more comfortable
• Get fit, you may need to paddle a long
way to a suitable landing.
• Use the best weather forecast tool, HF
SSB radio.
There is a lot more to be told, but you’ll
have to go there yourself to find out.

Cox Bluff, de Witt Island

View to the east from Deadmans Cove,
at sunset (below)

Peter and his Cockle Creek camp
Landing spot at Maatsuyker Island
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Docklands moonlight paddle
There’s a lot to be said for taking a
chance on planning for a balmy moonlit
paddle in January and that is just what
the Les D inspired paddle to view the
Volvo ocean racing yachts turned out
to be.
Australia Day eve was the timing
(Wednesday night after work for most
of us) with an 8 pm departure from the
Williamstown Sailing Club.
Similar conditions to the last ‘mass’
night paddle run from this end of the
Bay saw our members ‘out in droves’
taking up most of the nearby car
parking with the 27 paddlers and 22
boats covering the standing room on
the hard area at the club.
Members ranged from those on their
first trip with the club, 4 years paddling
veteran 6 y.o. Sienna, a surprise
appearance from ‘ET’ and some wiley
elders of the clan. Nice to see a 30%
turnout of ladies.
With the temperature not much
drooped below 30 degrees of the day,
there was not a spray jacket to be seen
as we each introduced ourselves and the
trip briefing was held.
We hit the water as a large pack and
headed across to the Yarra Entrance as
the huge glowing red ball of a sun fell
below the houses on The Strand.
The water temperature dropped
dramatically as we ventured up the
Yarra passing under the Westgate and
then the Bolte Bridges, seeing many
recreational fisherman lining the banks.

Anyone following us into Docklands
would have an amazing sight before
them, huge video screen, flashing lights
everywhere, searchlights criss-crossing
the sky, and about 150 light sticks of
all colours being worn by the VSKC
amarda!
We got close up and personal with the
Volvo yachts and they were massive,
with their 70 foot hulls and 150 foot
masts reaching out of sight into the
dark of the sky, we could only marvel
at what sort of lifestyle it would be.
The race is held every 4 years; distance
is approx 32,700 nautical miles
(60,560 km); nine months across four
oceans, nine countries, eleven ports;
nine legs; and, four long-distance ocean
legs. That and having a crew party in
every port.
Well enough of the glamour, time for us
to head back to Willi as it was getting to
be past some of our bedtimes. There are
always things of interest as you head
past the docks, with the birds feasting
on the moths that are drawn to the
bright lights of the Bolte Bridge; cranes
on gantrys unloading and loading ships,
the huge jaws of a crane extracting
grain from deep in the hull of a tanker;
all accompanied by the clanking of steel
on steel and the sirens and flashing
lights.
Speaking of bright lights, as we neared
the Yarra mouth a dazzling beam of
light was shining down, seemingly at us

and as we neared closer, an 100 hours
arrival was entering from the channel.
We of course kept port to port and let
the huge MSG letters on the side slide
on by.
After a quick ‘counting of sheep’ to
ensure that we were all there, we cut
across to our starting point and started
heaving the boats out of the water and
onto the carpet lined end of the landing
area.
Honourable mentions of the night are
to the paddlers of five doubles on the
water (the most present on a non-AGM
trip), Les Doyle for co-ordinating and
leading the fleet on the water, our third
Yurgen who joined the club just before
the paddle and a special thanks to
the Williamstown Sailing Club who’s
friendly members let us invade their
premises.
Until the next full moon …
On the paddle — Les Doyle
(coordinator), Helen Doyle, Peter Sharp,
Anne Sharp, Peter Costello (trip leader),
Sienna Costello, Damon Cook, Phil
Woodhouse, Jackie Woodhouse, Neil
Brenton, Raia Wall, James Bate, Heather
Bate, Greg Murray, E.T, Tina Rowley,
David Golightly, Andrew Golightly,
Bruce Mountain, Dana Halsvik Doug
Faram, Jac Renzenbrink, Roger Taylor,
Juergen Baresslev, Grant Della, Stephen
Della and Alastair Smith.

Ready to leave from the
Williamstown Sailing Club

1000 hours saw a large tug organising
ANL Bass Trader to leave Appleton
Dock, and as we passed almost singkle
file and well pressed up against the
opposite wharf out of the way, we still
managed to get a ‘come on hurry up’
from the pilot.
Finally the lights of Docklands and our
destination — and wasn’t it spectacular!

Paddling with the lights of Docklands as a backdrop
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The Gauntlet —
the PC AC assessment • 18 February 2006

by Andrew Campbell

Heading off on the trip to Seal Rocks & The Gauntlet
Participants: Peter Costello (Valley
Aquanaut) was the trip leader & planner
with Andrew Lewis (Nadgee) there to
assess his every move (as the assessor).
Other participants included Grant Della
(Selkie), Raia Wall (Dagger Cortez),
David Golightly (Mirage 530), Peter
Sharp (Mirage 530) and myself (Andrew
Campbell) (Millenium).
The title is not so much a comment
on the challenges of the PC AC
Assessment, as the challenge of the
unexpected!
The trip was always going to include a
taste of blue water (if at all possible),
and on the day, we travelled from
Ventnor Beach, Phillip Island to Seal
Rocks and back — a distance of about
22 km.
Following the pre-trip instructions, we
set off from Ventnor beach at about
8.10 am into a west/south westerly wind
of 10–15 knots early in the morning
with a 1 metre sea and 2 metre south
westerly swell. Heavy clouds persisted
throughout the paddle with the threat
of rain.

The trip to the Nobbies was uneventful
and seemed to pass quickly. It was a
pleasant trip as we each drifted from
person to person, debating the various
aspects of kayak design, and the
meaning of life generally.
We arrived at the Nobbies at about 11
am, and whilst I hopped into chocolate
and dried fruit, others enjoyed a
more healthy diet (of fresh fruit etc.).
Refreshed, we put on our cags for the
quick trip to Seal Rocks.
As I paddled out to seal rocks, I
reflected on what the “tourists”
would see, standing on the cliff tops
overlooking the Nobbies.
Our brightly coloured boats would have
been the only highlight in an otherwise
grey, rolling ocean. I had never actually
seen the seals at Seal Rocks, so it was
with trepidation and anticipation that I
organised for the trip!
Our arrival at seal rocks attracted a lot
of attention from the local fauna — there
must have been 400 or more seals, and
they were all around us. Although their
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antics were fascinating, eventually we
moved on, and slowly, we made our way
around seal rocks.
Half way around seal rocks, we came to
the gauntlet and someone asked aloud,
“Do you want to have a go?” to no-one
in particular. As Peter thought briefly
whether he should “set the example”, it
was too late, I had already set off, with
Andrew L close behind.
Before going into the gauntlet proper, I
paused to watch the swell sweep from
left to right, across the rock shelves
on both sides. After waiting for (what
I thought might be) a smaller set of
waves, I tentatively paddled into the
maelstrom.
A foaming turbulence that almost
immediately spun the nose of my boat
toward the rock shelf on my right, I was
barely aware of what I was doing as I
quickly did a correcting stroke, before
pulling strongly straight into the next
wave as it surged in from my left. Then
I was through, my heart beating a bit
faster, but I was still up-right and dry!
After showing that it could be done,
everyone else made their way through
the gauntlet to join me on the other
side, before continuing on our way
around the island. Of course, we had to
try the gauntlet one more time before
making our way back home, but it
wasn’t the same the second time, it
seemed easier and less threatening.
What a trip!

Andrew L has the seals eating out of his hand

Our cheer squad turned up on time.
Our colorful kayaks brightened their day

Peter S disappears into the gauntlet
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A chat in the lee …
an interview with Anne & Peter Sharp
What made you take up sea kayaking?
It fitted in well with our enjoyment of
getting close to nature.
We had river canoed, sailboarded
and bushwalked a lot in the past and
thought combining kayaking and
camping would allow us to access some
of the out of the way beach and island
locations.
We started by hiring kayaks from
Sandringham a few times, finally
buying our own, then joined the club
late in 2004.
It was a great opportunity to learn
paddling techniques, wet exits and
rescues at the monthly Canadian Bay
meetings.
On a trip to Queensland we completed
an all day skills course, which really
built on previous skills we had learnt.
Even though it was Queensland, being
the middle of winter made it a very long
day, however it just made us keen to try
more.
What have been your favourite trips?
Since then we have enjoyed a great
paddle from Hervey Bay, stopping to
camp at Big Woody Island then paddled
on to Fraser Island where we camped
and paddled for a few days. We were
so spoilt with the abundance of sea
and bird life, warm water and isolated
campsites all to ourselves. We also had
great company and shared delicious

food with the couple we were paddling
with which all adds to the wonderful
experience.
For Annie’s fiftieth birthday we went to
New Zealand and paddled the Queen
Charlotte Sound with another couple of
like-minded travellers. Transported the
double kayaks by water taxi to the outer
sound, a place called Ship Cove, where
Captain Cook landed.
Kayaked back towards Picton, camping
on remote, uninhabited islands along
the way, taking about five days. Plenty
of birds, dolphins and seals to enjoy.
We were lucky to have good weather
but did experience some challenging
seas in the outer sound and wakes from
the crisscrossing between the ferries as
we got closer in. More kayaking in New
Zealand is definitely on our ‘to do’ list.
Closer to home, we had a very
memorable paddle around Raymond
Island thanks to Helen and Les
Doyle and friends. Warm weather,
good swimming and paddling, lovely
company, what could be better?
To then be provided with a fully catered
lunch set up (including table cloth)
on an isolated beach complete with
waiter (their friend Peter) all decked out
in bow tie and tails, serving chicken
and chilled wine made this the most
surprising and memorably pleasant
paddle we have been on.

Peter & Anne paddling the Queen Charlotte Sound in UnZud
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as interviewed by the editor
What do you think is the best thing
about Sea Kayaking?
The friendships and people we have
met through kayaking have made
the whole experience an enjoyable
one. Every weekend away together
with people that share an interest in
kayaking has been great fun.
We are planning a trip to the
Whitsundays in late August and
have gleaned lots of helpful advice
from other club members who have
previously done this trip. There is
always someone in the club who knows
someone who has done a trip to where
ever, who is happy to share their
knowledge.
Pete likes the challenge to improve his
skills and is happy to face all conditions
in his yellow/red Mirage 530. Anne
on the other hand sees herself as a
fair weather paddler who enjoys the
cappuccinos on the Williamstown
paddle each month and prefers her blue
plastic squall for it’s ‘dragging along the
sand qualities’.
Feel free to say “G’day” when you spot
them on the water.

Murray Marathon 2005
Between Christmas and New Year,
several members of the VSKC competed
in the annual Red Cross Murray
Marathon, when approximately 1000
paddlers complete the 400 km journey
between Yarrawonga and Swan Hill in
five days. The event, which has been
going for thirty-six years, is a major
fund raiser for Australian Red Cross,
as well as providing a most rewarding
challenge to paddlers in all types of
boats.
A comfortable sea kayak that has been
well fitted out is an excellent craft
in which to paddle the race. In the
2005 event, the following members
participated. Bill Robinson completed
his sixteenth consecutive marathon,
with the able assistance of Julian Smith
as land crew. Bill Zombor made it his
second successful marathon, despite
having a bad bout of tendonitis on the
last day. David Brown paddled Julian’s
old Mirage 19, in the good time of 39
hours 45 minutes — it is interesting to
note that the boat which is many years
old, can list a Bass Strait crossing and
two marathons to its credit.

aged men It is interesting to note that
Kaedy and the two Bills competed
in sea kayaks that they had built
themselves.

by Bill Robinson
Now is the time to start planning if
you wish to enter the 2006 Marathon—
please direct all queries to Bill Robinson
booyak@tpg.com.au.

David Brown in Julian’s veteran craft
Bill Robinson at the end of the marathon

Kaedy Maloney put in an excellent
performance to complete the Half
Marathon in 21 hours in the beautiful
cedar stripper she built herself. It is
exciting to see one of the younger
members of the VSKC performing so
well, and she finished the event in
perfect condition.
Her success should be an inspiration
to us all, and should make us rethink
the older traditions, when it seemed as
though marathons and boat building
were exclusively the domain of middle

Bill Zombor completes his
second marathon

Kaedy Moloney in her
cedar stripper
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A first timer’s view
I decided that 2006 would to be the
year to get serious about sea kayaking.
Having only joined the club in October
2005, I had only managed to venture
out on one Canadian Bay outing and a
pool night at LaTrobe.
The call went up from Terry for
anyone interested in paddling at
Walkerville, and I knew this was it.
Having holidayed at Waratah Bay the
year before, I was keen to get back and
explore some other areas of Wilsons
Prom.
The drive down Friday afternoon was
pretty uneventful, having just missed
the start of the Monash car park. I
arrived at Walkerville about 6 pm, only
to find they had no booking in my
name. Not a good start I thought, but
that’s OK, I know no one in the club,
but I am sure I can find someone to
bunk down with.
Luckily there was a site up near the
toilets. I drove past what I thought was
everyone else and set up camp with
a healthy 50 metre quarantine zone
in place. Must be a VSKC welcoming
ritual I thought. Anyway, a few more
boats turned up with their owners in
tow and before long my buffer zone had
been reduced to a comfortable distance
where you could spot a smile at twenty
paces.
As the park slowly filled, I waited to see
who would be lucky enough to share
my little plot. Whoever it was, they
had to drive past my tent and finish
in a dead end, so they had no where
to escape. As a car pulled up with two
kayaks on board, I was finally saved,
friends at last.
But wait a minute, that huge lump of
fibreglass on the roof of their car with
an aluminium rudder that was big
enough to build an aircraft out of can’t
be a kayak — what the ? Little did I
know what neighbours had shifted in
next door. John and Annie hopped out
of their car and introduced themselves.
Annie apologised straight away for
John’s snoring. That’s OK I thought
(drink lots early and get to bed first).

by Tony Wennerbom
Anyway, after pleasantries exchanged
and a quick wander around the camp
site to meet the others, it was down to
food and drinks.
Fortunately, John and Annie decided to
host the first party, so I didn’t have far
to walk. It started out a friendly circle
of about six people, just big enough
to remember names as each of us
introduced ourselves.
But as the night wore on, the circle
grew, and grew, and grew. By the time
Terry and the clan arrived, the roll
call was out of control. I was already
falling back on the old reliable ‘Mate’
by that stage. Needless to say, I enjoyed
watching what were obviously old faces
returning for another year of paddling,
and the enjoyment at catching up with
each other again. This is a nice club, I
thought.
Saturday morning, and a very leisurely
10 am start. I could see everyone busily
preparing their trusty steed to ride
off into the swell. It never ceases to
amaze me the gadgets and gizmos that
sea trekkers gather and stow in their
kayaks. We were ready for anything I
thought — stick with Phil Woodhouse,
he’ got the most.
Terry calls the roll and then throws me
the first curve ball — which group do
you want to go in. As a newby, this is a
critical time. The question is do I play it
safe or do I challenge myself? Do I make
a fool of myself in front of all these
people I don’t really know and who
don’t really know me by attempting a
paddle that is probably beyond my level
(conscious incompetence).
This is where ‘self assess’ really
becomes important. Confident in my
fitness, I choose the Liptrap return
paddle knowing that I can always pick
up the other group should things not
pan out as expected (that was pretty
dumb, because I was not exactly sure
what to expect).
That challenge out of the way, the next
was to get off the beach cleanly and
not be pumping out the boat in the first
100 m. Way to go, another challenge
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completed. And that was the story
all the way to Cape Liptrap. The pod
hugged the coast to Bear Gully, with
only a minor reversing accident when a
wave pushed Raia’s Dagger backwards
onto my deck, as she was busy dodging
someone falling backwards onto her.
We had all been lulled into a false sense
of security, when mother nature gave us
a wakeup call. All good fun. Our first
stop was Bear Gully, a beach about 15
metres wide with rocks either side and
small waves to ride in.
Everything going well I thought. I had
some good conversations with various
members and the weather was holding
off with a reasonable swell keeping
us honest. My only complaint was
the rudder pedals in my Apostle were
causing my leg to cramp.
Something I realise now that I should
have addressed during the stop. As we
sat and had an early lunch the second
group paddled past Bear Gully and
seemed to be making good progress in
the swell, before turning for home not
long after.
As we set off from Bear Gully to
Liptrap the sea seemed to rise to the
occasion as well. I know Terry said the
metrological report stated 2 metre swell,
but being a first timer, I was convinced
they were 3–4 metres. As I am writing
this, let’s just agree that I am right and
the swell was 4 metres.
This was the biggest sea I had been out
in and whilst challenging, I was really
enjoying myself (because I had the
man with all the gadgets right beside
me). We seemed to make good time
considering, and arrived at Liptrap after
about three hours. We floated around
below the cliffs while Tony (from
Torquay) showed off his surfing skills
on some of the waves breaking below
the lighthouse.
After a short break, we headed out
to sea to have a look around towards
Venus Bay, but I was starting to find
the swell, chop and a sore leg get the
better of me. By this time the pod had
spread a bit and I was out of range of

Terry, so I paddled over to gadget man
and said that I was ready to call it a
day. Phil passed the word on to the
others and before long I had a flotilla of
boats escorting me home (what a great
bunch).
The trip home was uneventful. I must
admit to a small amount (I lie) of
jealousy at those with sails. I already
know who in the club to speak to in
order to fix that jealousy problem.
Another stop into Bear Gully to let
David and others deflate their bladders
before setting off to Waratah Bay, where
the wind had dropped and made for a
pleasant paddle back into Walkerville.
For me, six hours of paddling was the
longest paddle I had ever done and
in those conditions, it was certainly
challenging and fun (did I mention the
swell was six metres?).

on the NSW mid coast and having been
a member of a surf life saving club, I
am at home riding waves on anything
from iron man skis, to wave skis, boogie
boards or just body surfing. But when
you have 35 kg of Apostle making
its own mind up which way it will
head, things are suddenly a little more
challenging.
Once again, Terry gives me the choice
of three groups. I decide to stick with
Terry and learn the basics. A group
of us spent the next hour inside the
surf zone learning to brace and drain
and brace and drain. This is what I
love. As the courage grew, a few of
us ventured out the back and caught

That night we managed to defend the
barbecue area and rotunda from those
other campers who thought is was
a communal area, and settle in for a
leisurely cook up and drink fest. Once
again, I mingled with people I had only
just started to know and it was nice
to feel comfortable moving from circle
to circle and listening to the paddling
stories of yester year. Needless to
say, I was well and truly ready for the
sleeping bag once sun had set.
Next morning we packed up camp and
headed to Waratah Bay for something
I am familiar with. Having grown up
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the swells before they broke. By lunch
time everyone seemed content that we
had all squeezed as much as possible
out of the two days. Kayaks packed
up and a quick lunch across the road
from the beach and it was off home to
Melbourne.
Being my first trip away with the club,
I could not have asked for a friendly
group of people. I know I should
remember all your names because
we went through them a number of
times in John and Annie’s backyard.
Nevertheless, thank you for your
hospitality and I look forward to our
next adventure.

Whitsunday wanderings
The Whitsunday Islands have become
a regular winter haunt for Melbourne
paddlers and, with temperatures in
the mid 20s, it’s not hard to see why.
By the same token, it is easy to be
lulled into a false sense of security
by tourist brochures and TV ads that
paint a picture of floating around
looking at marine life in still, balmy
conditions.
This can be far from the truth as the
northern winter can produce strong
winds and hazardous sea conditions.
In fact, our trip last July took place
in a window of opportunity between
periods of high winds. As it was, we
had 15 plus knot south-easterly winds
until we reached the north end of
Hook Island.

We would paddle north from
Whitehaven Beach on Whitsunday
Island, cross the passage between
Whitsunday and Hook Islands
and circumnavigate Hook Island,
finishing at the Hook Island Resort.
The standard text on the region,
100 Magic Miles by David Colfelt,
highlights currents and other hazards,
and it seemed a good idea to go with
someone who knew what they were
doing.
The trip involved six days paddling
and bush camping at pre-booked
campsites in the Whitsundays
National Park. Daily distances were
purposely kept short, as paddling
is only one part of a Whitsunday’s
experience.

The week after our trip, a work
colleague rang a friend who was
staying at Hook Island Resort. He was
the only guest there, the others having
left because of strong winds and rain.

Other aspects like snorkelling,
sunrises/sunsets, wildlife watching
and eating all need to be savoured.
Like many others, we probably spent
more time snorkelling than paddling.

With very limited blue water
experience and never having done an
overnight trip or even packed a boat
with more than lunch and a spare
thermal, I reasoned that my best
option for a Whitsundays paddle was
the trip being offered by Rob Smith of
East Coast Kayaking.

Total group size was ten and we
paddled a range of boats including Sea
Bears and Current Designs ‘Storms’,
which were hired from Salty Dog Sea
Kayaking in Schute Harbour, and two
‘Raider’ boats that Rob had brought
from Melbourne.
The fibreglass Sea Bear doubles had
enormous carrying capacity but at the
same time were very easy to paddle.
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Trip report by Peter Dedrick
Photos by Rob Smith of East Coast Kayaking

Day 1 (10 July) — Whitehaven
Beach, Whitsunday Island
We boarded Scamper, a front-loading
aluminium landing barge, at Shute
Harbour for a fairly uncomfortable
trip to Whitehaven Beach. I wasn’t
sure why he needed to travel at
speed in what were fairly heavy seas,
but a tight schedule may have had
something to do with it.
The trip through Solway Passage
at the southern end of Whitsunday
Island was also interesting. It has been
likened to going through a washing
machine and I was glad not to be
paddling in it.
Whitehaven Beach is 7 km of pure
white silica sand and clear turquoise
water. It regularly features among
world’s best beaches.
It is also protected from prevailing
south easterly winds by Haslewood
Island. There is reasonable snorkelling
at the southern end of the beach, but
it doesn’t really compare with places
like Crayfish Beach further north.
A full length wet suit extends your
snorkelling time and offers protection
against coral grazes.
Whitehaven’s popularity was reflected
in the more than fifty boats anchored
there, although most left before
sunset. Tourist boats also deposited

day trippers at regular intervals. Their
‘Whitehaven experience’ involved
walking ten metres from the boat,
cooking in the sun for two hours and
getting back on. How fortunate we were
to be travelling by our chosen mode of
transport.
When tea time came around (spangled
emperor fillets with freshly cut herbs),
I was impressed with Rob’s Coleman
dual fuel pressure stoves. At about $120
each, they are much cheaper than MSR
type stoves and seemed just as efficient.
While on the subject of food, it needs
to be protected from bush rats that have
learnt that the campsites offer a free
meal.
We had also been warned about
sandflies, which proved to be not
too bad. As in Victoria, they affected
some people more than others. Taking
vitamin B6 for several weeks prior to a
trip is said to provide some resistance.
Otherwise, just cover up and apply
insect repellent, particularly at dawn
and dusk.

Day 2 (11 July) — Peter Bay,
Whitsunday Island
With 15 knot winds and metre seas
behind us, the overall paddle to Peter
Bay (12 km) took no time at all.
The conditions also required a surf
landing into the mouth of Hill Inlet. The
Inlet extends inland about 5 km and
would have been worth a side trip had
time permitted, reports of crocodiles
notwithstanding. Our main objective,
however, was the lookout at Tongue
Point which gives panoramic views of
Whitehaven beach and beyond. This is
apparently the most photographed spot
in the Whitsundays.
North from Tongue Point we
encountered a succession of small bays
and granite cliffs, with hoop pines
clinging to every nook and cranny. The
only downside for the day was arriving
at Peter Bay at low tide. This required a
long boat carry (six people per loaded
Sea Bear) to the campsite and a similar
carry the following morning.
Much of the weight was water — 4 litres
per person per day. There is none on
islands, although it can be purchased at
the Hook Island resort.
Kayak rollers, such as ‘pool noodles’,
were supposed to have been provided
with the hire boats but unfortunately
didn’t materialise. They would have
lessened the load considerably.

Day 3 (12 July) — Crayfish
Beach, Hook Island
The south easterlies had dropped and
were replaced by constant drizzling
rain.
We paddled north along the east
coast of Whitsunday Island to the

Hook Island Passage, passing over
the coral gardens on north east end
of Whitsunday Island. Debate then
ensued as to whether we should break
a wilderness trip by stopping at the
Hook Island Resort. Fortunately, legal
advice (two lawyers were on the trip)
confirmed that as it was ok to break a
wilderness trip at a wilderness resort —
provided we only consumed wilderness
chips and wilderness cappuccinos.
A further 10 km took us into a secluded
camp site at Crayfish Beach. It had the
best coral and fish life we saw for the
trip and you could easily spend a few
days there.

Day 4 (13 July) — Steens Beach,
Hook Island
Benign conditions allowed us to round
the Pinnacles at the north east corner of
Hook Island with minimum effort and
to absorb the grandeur of the granite
cliffs.
A leisurely paddle in calm seas meant
that we could spend time enjoying
where we were and watch a couple of
whales breaching further out and the
turtles that appeared at regular intervals
throughout the trip.
We made two stops, a snorkelling stop
at Manta Ray Bay and a lunch stop at
Maureens Cove. Manta Ray is popular
with local dive boats, resulting in some
damage to the coral. The fish also seem
to appreciate the regular feeding.
Steens Beach campsite overlooks the
passage between Hook and Hayman
Islands with the resort about 2 km to
the north east. Rob’s partner Cath had
arrived on a dive boat the day before
with their son Noah (5 months), a
large esky containing cold beers and
the ingredients for a range of culinary
delights. Catered trips were beginning
to grow on me!
Cath had also seen two minke whales
just off shore in the passage, proving
that you have to be in the right place at
the right time.

Day 5 (14 July) —
Steens Beach, Hook
Island
In a place like the
Whitsundays, it’s often
good to spend time
being, rather than doing
and that’s what we did
for most of the day. The
edge of the channel
just off the beach did,
however, provide some
excellent snorkelling.
We eventually got
motivated and paddled
back to Butterfly Bay
where a walk up a dry
creek bed revealed
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swarms of monarch butterflies. The
coral was not as good as at Steens
but we were able to snorkel with a
school of eleven massive hump-headed
wrasse that appeared out of haze and
nonchalantly crunched coral, oblivious
to our presence. Each was over a metre
long.
We returned to Steens at dusk with the
sun setting over the water.

Day 6 (15 July) — Curlew Beach,
Hook Island
By morning, the wind had changed
and was blowing from the north west,
which sped our passage south. This
was fortunate as there are few places
to stop between Steens and the mouth
of Nara Inlet. The wind assistance also
meant that we were able to extend our
trip by an extra 9 km to visit Aboriginal
Cave paintings at the top of Nara Inlet.
Nara Inlet is supposed to be a hammer
head shark nursery, but the only shark
we saw was one that chased a school of
fish through our pod.
Curlew Beach is a beautiful spot on the
shore of Macona Inlet, with rainforest
coming right down to the beach, and
provided a great venue for our last
night’s camp.

Day 7 (16 July) — Hook Island
Resort, Hook Island
Another wind change meant that we
had to paddle into a 15 knot south
westerly, which became a tail wind
as rounded point into Hook Passage.
However, it was a short paddle and we
reached Hook Island Resort well before
lunch.
The resort provided good food and cold
beer. You can also fill in an afternoon
snorkelling just off the beach or visiting
the underwater observatory. Some of
the group also returned to the coral
gardens for a snorkel from their boats.
The next morning, we returned to
Shute Harbour on Scamper, so ending a
memorable trip.

Phil & Taryn Woodhouse at
Chinamans Beach, northern
Wilson’s Promontory

Tina, Jackie & Anne at Walkerville
Dana at Sandringham

Grant Della at Seal Rocks

Graeme in training at Canadian Bay

Anyone for the day hatch?
In the surf at Walkerville

David Golightly at Cape Liptrap
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Wolfing it down — part 2
It gave me great pleasures to hear on
the grapevine that, since the publication
of chapter 1 of the Wolfing it Down
series, the VSKC’s members cooking
proficiency has risen exponentially.
Good on you.
You see, it was not too difficult to take
the step from cold baked beans, straight
out the tin, to noshidori or pan fried
yellowtail in ginger sauce.
I was also very happy to notice that
there is an ever increasing undertow in
the club to become more sophisticated.
Take this for example. Last weekend i
went for a paddle with some new club
members. I was very surprised to notice
that they did not take off like pig whales
when they hit the water, but preferred
to stay in a close group and discuss
the arts, the hull shapes of couta boats
and exchange cooking recipes. Yes, you
heard me right, cooking recipes. On
this outing there was a lively discussion
about the ingredients of the famous
sacher torte. I could not believe my ears.
Let me introduce to you one of my
favourite topics: eating off the sea or
land whilst roaming. This started during
my student days when we had the habit
of drifting through the country side for
one week in each season. We used to
take the barest amount of gear along
and tried to live of the land or off the
generosity of the common man.
Well, there is a slight difference between
the landlocked, pleasing countryside of
southern Germany and the mud flats
of Corner Inlet or the bleached sands of
the 90 Mile Beach.
But nothing stops you to try to live
off the nature surrounding you. I’m
still employing those hunter/gatherer
instincts programmed into our genes. In
most of us these instincts have mutated
and just limit us to find the canned
fish in aisle 6 of the local supermarket.
However, those instincts can be woken
up with just a little bit of effort.
I had noticed that a few of you fish from
your kayaks by trolling a line. Maybe
one of those experts could write a few
lines and share his or her experiences
and what type of tackle to use.
You can easily enhance your five-course
evening spread by doing a short predinner stroll along the beach. Collect a
dried up strip of bull kelp, pierce some
limpets or other shells off the rocks and
add them to a pot of boiling water. The
kelp gives off a glutinous substance and
a “hidden” taste of the sea, the shells
make a nice broth. After a few minutes
of a rolling boil discard the kelp and
shells and cook your vegies or pasta in
this water.

by The Iron Chef of Bass Strait
(nom de plume for Wolf Passauer)

You can also go the whole way and turn
this broth into a delicious Japanese
dish by adding dashi (Japanese fish
stock powder), a sachet of miso and a
packet of udon noodles, some shreds of
a spring onions, a few thin carrot and
onion slices, an egg (do not stir it).
Add the miso last and ensure that it
is not boiled. Boiling kills the miso’s
enzymes. You pay at least $12 for this
simple soup at the eateries of down
town Melbourne. If you do not like the
idea of gathering kelp and limpets do
it without. Dried kelp and dashi can be
bought at your upmarket Asian food
store.
Miso, in sachet strip form, dashi, dried
Chinese mushrooms and udon noodles
are always part of my outdoor pantry.
You can get these in Asian food stores
with a Japanese or Korean section. I buy
mine at the Hong Kong Emporium at
Clayton.
There are many edible fruits growing
behind the beach. A great information
source is a book called Koori Plants Koori
People, by Nelly Zola and Beth Gott. It’s
available from the Koori Heritage Trust
at 295 King Street, Melbourne.
Warrigal cabbage and bower
spinach (Tetragonia tetragonioides and
T. implexicoma) grow all along our coast.
Bower spinach is the climbing specie
which forms dense thickets in the
coastal scrub. You can eat them raw or
blanch them.
No need to buy bok choy and watch
it rot in the hull. Fresh greens in
abundance surround you. One of
my favourites is the white berries of
the coast beard heath (Leucopogon
parviflorus). It grows in abundance along
the Otway coast. The berries ripen in
summer and have a sweet, slightly acidy
taste. It does not take long to gather a
hand full. You will be entertained for the
rest of the day trying to get the stones
out of your teeth.
If you are looking for a simple source
of protein take some bags of dried
anchovies along. Again you can get

Tetragonia implexicoma
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them at Asian
food store. They
are dirt cheap and
weigh nothing.
Just crisp them up for a few seconds
in a bit of oil add some soya sauce and
you are ready to cross the remaining 35
miles of open water ahead of you.
As I had mentioned in my first Wolfing
it Down article, Thai green curry paste,
soya – and chilly sauce are great
taste enhancers. So are dried chillies,
turmeric and my favourite Moroccan ras
el hanout spice powder.
Be game and try them.
For the first few days you can take along
a few semi hard avocados. Cut them in
halve, drizzle them with a good olive oil
and a tiny bit of wasabi paste (Japanese
horse radish). This wasabi lifts every
taste bud in your mouth. So be careful.
You can get wasabi in most Asian food
stores
On longer trips, a take a selection of
fresh vegies from soft to hard and eat
them in the same order. If possible,
I dice them up before I hit the water.
Saves time and storage space. Years
later, you will have the excitement of
discovering pickled avocados in the
hidden crannies of your kayak.
I you are bored paddling over long
stretches of flat water get out and look
for a wattle tree. Most of them have sap
balls on their trunks. Some are tasty,
others are not. Try around, you will
find your favourite taste. When you do
your next Murray Marathon you have
something to chew on.
I can only recommend being
adventurous when it comes to food. You
will be rewarded. Give it a go. Do cut
yourself off the Deb and Surprise vegie
fraternity. You will soon discover that
your bubbling Trangia pot will become
the hub of the evening camp meal.
I you would like to know more about
bush cooking, or have recipes you would
like to share around, please contact me
at wolfpassauer@bigpond.com.
Enjoy Wolfing it Down.

Leucopogon parviflorus

On the wild side — the bottlenose dolphin

There are few paddling experiences
that compare with an encounter with
dolphins.
One Sunday morning in March this
year, I met up with Derek Wilson and
his friend Peter at Ricketts Point. It was
one of those perfect, calm mornings
when it was just great to be on the
water.

We decided to paddle towards
Mordialloc but, about half way, decided
we couldn’t be bothered going further
and headed back towards the mussel
farms in Beaumaris Bay.
It was then Derek spotted an
unmistakable dorsal fin — five in fact,
although it was difficult to tell as not all
were above water at the same time.

Greenlander Pro, DSK shock, KT1, KT2

Introducing

Greenlander Pro Expedition Kayak

For enquiries & demos: contact the Victorian
agent Mr Bob Mitchell • 0418 366 922
Email : Mitchfj12@hotmail.com
Also agent for: DSK Double Shock,
expedition sea touring & adventure racing
kayak & KT1 & 2, racing kayaks

Not wanting to
hassle them,
we positioned
ourselves in the
direction they
seemed to be
heading. This
way, they could
approach or ignore
us as they chose.
Banging on the
hull is also said
to attract them.
Fortunately for
us, the dolphins
couldn’t resist us
and for the next
10 minutes or so
they were around
us, under us and
traveling with
us. The sight of a
head high dorsal
fin approaching
you at speed and
the look in their
eye as they turn
side on as they
go under the boat
is never to be
forgotten. They
then lost interest
and continued on
their way, as did
we.
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by Peter Dedrick

Some dolphin facts
• Bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus)
inhabit both inshore and offshore
waters throughout the world. There is
debate among scientists as to whether
the two varieties are in fact separate
species.
• Dolphins grow to 390 cm and weigh
up to 650 kg. Their maximum
speed has been clocked at 37 km/h,
although their cruising speed is
around 10 km/h.
• The normal pod size of Port Phillip
Bay Dolphins is from 5–15, although
in the open ocean it can be in the
hundreds.
• Dolphins live up to 30 years and breed
at about 10 years old. Calves suckle
for 18 months, start eating fish at
about 6 months and stay with their
mothers for the first 5 years.
• Dolphins are recognized as having an
high level of intelligence and appear
to have developed their own language.
They also have the ability to locate
food etc by echolocation or sonar.

Approaching dolphins
Anyone using a motorised vessel
must not approach a dolphin within
100 metres. If inside the waters of the
Ticonderoga Bay Sanctuary Zone (Point
Nepean) this distance is 200 metres.
This doesn’t apply to sea kayakers who,
it is hoped, will show the appropriate
respect to these marvelous animals.
The website of the Dolphin Research
Institute www.dolphinresearch.org.au
contains further information. You can
also sponsor a dolphin if you like.

Williamstown February 2006
Participants: Tony Wennerbom, Anne
Sharp, Peter Sharp, Raia Wall, Jarrod
Frith, Peter Costello (trip leader), Jurgen
Nelles, John Dairy, Nigel Bickerstaff,
Phil Woodhouse, Les Doyle, Danny
Smythe, David Golightly.

surf into the beach, we heard the
distant sound of bagpipes! A street
festival, and it took all our persuasion to
prevent David G with his neoprene kilt
marching with the band as they strode
up the people-lined road.

Our first gentle north end of the bay
paddle saw a great turn out with
perfectly adventurous conditions for a
Grade 0 paddle.

We splashed our way up the street and
into our favorite café amidst looks from
the locals of “shouldn’t you be on a
float with the other exhibitors?”.

15 knot southerly, one metre waves and
three new paddlers to the club — this
was going to be fun. Milder conditions
ensured that the reaching of the regular
coffee shop in Altona Beach would be a
welcome sight.

After a hearty drink and some non-stop
chatter, we headed out. Our waitress
looked at the puddles on the chairs and
floor and exclaimed “looks like you’ve
have had a little accident!”

With Raia leading the group, we were
300 metres from the rock groin when
John tested the water, letting us know
it was warmer in than out. Phil and I
popped John back into his Barracuda
and after a tippy looking restart, he
decided it would be best to head
back to the beach.
Paddlers relished the brisk
headwind and lumpy conditions.
Upon reaching Altona after a little

Back into the kayaks and out into the
waves. Yurgen gave a wonderful display
of confidence in us when a wave came
from behind and knocked him over
whilst chatting, as he held his breath
until we rafted and popped him back
up. Amazingly he was calm, smiling

by Peter Costello
and didn’t look like his heart had
missed a beat.
The trip back was fast as we had
quartering wind and waves. We squared
up for the run into the beach. Surf play
commenced with rolling and a special
display by Tony W showing Raia that
it was no fluke that he was able to surf
his boat up onto a solid object. Tony
had stayed around, so Les D and I took
on the Barracuda and found out how
tippy it was, whilst John jumped into
a Penguin showing us he was certainly
not balance impaired. (maybe a
competition in the wind for the AGM).
The sun had come out as we packed up
and with appetites ravenous we headed
home.
Aah, just another paddle in paradise.

Nigel on his first Willi paddle

John, back in the saddle
after his dunking

Paddlers returning to Williamstown

Wet bottoms at our favourite Altona cafe
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Building a double kayak on a shoe string —
she’ll be ready by Christmas
I must firstly thank Rob from the
Kayak Shop for lending some plastic
sea kayaks for the AGM weekend. I
paddled with my three children in two
kayaks from Portsea to Sorrento and
back, which confirmed that doubles are
a good thing for families. I have built a
couple of Selkies and was keen to build
a double myself. After the AGM I had
ten weeks before our Christmas holiday
at the beach. I was determined to go
family paddling.

My Selkie kayak is 590mm wide and
appears to be a good width for a double
(if a little too wide for a fast single) I
also liked the idea of having compatible
spray decks and hatches so I bought a
couple of bags of plaster and set out to
create a ‘stretch’ Selkie for two.

The method was to make a plaster
mould from an existing kayak, split it
at the widest point and add a middle
piece, lay-up the hull in one piece and
discard the mould afterwards. The deck
was made up in two pieces from my
After a bit of web research and
Selkie mould. A fore piece and an aft
measuring up I decided that 21 feet
would just manage to fit in my shed and
piece with a cockpit coaming each were
joined to the hull. The center section
not be too short as a double. I briefly
considered building one from timber
would need to be made up to complete
but I am very fond of the durability and
the deck and joined in-situ. Adding
more volume to the fore section would
practicality of fibreglass.
have been a good thing, but not for my
Christmas deadline so
a wave piercing Selkie
Casting the mould
it is.
in plaster
A frame was made
up support the
plaster mould. Plaster
was laid up 10 mm
thick with flywire
reinforcement on
my existing kayak.
The frame was then
joined to the plaster
and removed from the
kayak. The only thing
I had long enough to
rest the frame on is
my extension ladder.

Plastered mould pieces

A spirit level, string
line and lots of
patience completed
this part of the job. I
‘filled in’ a 1500 mm
piece of hull between
the fore and aft pieces
of the hull by making
up a wooden frame,
covered with flywire
and plaster. This took
hours, working with
a straight edge and
trowel.
One of the obstacles
is waiting for the
plaster to completely
dry, it can’t be sanded
while damp even if it
has gone hard. I now
deeply respect people
who build whole
kayak plugs and
moulds.

Hull mould set up

The plaster hull
mould was fared
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by Grant Della

off and now ready for gel coat and
fiberglass lay-up. I decided to use
800 g woven rovings and two layers of
450 g mat. A normal kayak lay-up is
600 g woven rovings and one layer of
mat, weighing about 2100 g per square
metre.
I felt that the double needed the extra
strength and weighed about 4000 g per
square metre. There were many small
air bubble holes in the mould surface
that didn’t matter, as I could wet and
dry polish them off when the hull was
removed from the mould. The plaster
broke away from the hull after it cured,
I certainly could only make one kayak
using this method.
The fore and aft sections were
straightforward and I joined these
pieces to the hull. The 1500 mm middle
piece was formed up once again with
wooden frame, flywire and plaster.
When this was fared off, I took a
fibreglass mould off this section and
broke away the plaster plug. The middle
section was laid up in the mould and
fitted to the center section of the kayak.
Unfortunately, I was too scungy with
the amount of fiberglass used for the
mould and it distorted a bit causing the
middle section to line up poorly at the
gunwale.
Things like deck fittings and hatches
were fitted to the deck prior to the
pieces being joined to the hull.
The ends are nearly impossible to
reach for joining, so I moulded a shell,
600 mm to the tip from the inside of
each end. These two pieces I joined to
the hull, added resin and mat and then
squeezed the deck in place. Refer to the
pictures. The ends are very strong.
The final weight of the Selkie double
is 37 kilograms. I worked most nights
during November and December
after dinner until the last sticky bit of
resin on Boxing Day. I launched it the
following day off Blairgowrie beach.
It took 140 hours to build and used
6 kg gel coat, 20 kg resin, 20 metres of
fibreglass mat, 8 metres of fibreglass
rovings and catalyst weighing in at
about $450. The badly needed rudder is
now fitted.
Having now been on the Australia Day
Twilight Paddle, Canadian Bay paddle
and a Red Eye Special (as well as
numerous family paddles), the verdict is
that the kayak performs really well, it is
stable and keeps a good speed.

Plastering the
hull mould

Adding deck fittings

Completed hull mould

Fore & aft
decks fitted

The shell

Framed up
centre section

Aft shell & deck squeezed together

Centre
section
plastered

In time for Christmas — Stephen & Clare in the Selkie double
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Go west young man, woman, old man, go west
The 26th and 27th of January saw two
club events on the beautiful Surf
Coast. On the 26th I offered a surf
introduction session on the gentle
rollers of Point Danger and Tony
Chick backed it up on the next day
with a 15 nm trip from Fisherman’s
Beach, Torquay to Split Point at
Point Addis, with plenty of surfing
and rock garden work along the
way.
Tory, Tony Chick and myself met
Neil, Raia and Dana on a cloudy,
drizzly morning in the Fishoes car
park. I thought that maybe the
weather had put a few people off.
Neil reckoned that the reason we
had so few turn up was that on
the web page I had insisted that

everyone bring appropriate personal
protective equipment. Were those
things we were all wearing called
‘crash helmets’ ,“Oh, I hope not”.
A quick warm up paddle from
Fishoes to Torquay front beach saw
all of us on the beach, checking out
my carefully constructed mud map
of Pt Danger, the wind, the reefs
and usual swell direction, etc.
Well not all of us actually. In a very
poor display of group leadership, I
had abandoned Tory in the shorey
and she had gotten cleaned up,
attempting not to kill a group of
frolicking nippers. Sorry Tor!
After a quick repair job on the mud
map and a careful briefing, it was
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Words & pictures
by Tod Truscott

off to play in the gentle waves. I
don’t really know why the place
is called Pt Danger. I guess if you
were in a square rigger 100 years
ago, it was 3 in the morning and
blowing 40 knots, it was probably
pretty dangerous, but for us it was
definitely more like Pt Playground.
Everyone took to the waves with
great enthusiasm and surf skills
showed huge improvements
throughout the day.
Raia impressed one and all with
her go for it attitude. The only thing
that wasn’t so impressive was her
wave selection. On the very last
wave of the day she took off on
a mean little left hander and was

given a thorough pounding by
‘Huey’, the ancient and spiteful
goddess of the surf.
After a number of valiant attempts
at rolling and the subsequent
wearing of a couple more waves on
the head, Raia ‘pulled the pin’ and
opted for a soggy wade across the
reef rather than surfing inverted
through the shallowing water.
A very successful day at The Point
was followed up by a barbie and
a couple of tasty beverages at my
house.
The very next morning it was back
to the Fishoes car park to meet up
with Phil Woodhouse, Rog Taylor,
Greg Murray, Chris ‘Surf King’ King
and our leader for the trip, Tony
Chick.
Again, the weather was not that
great but the gang made up for it
with their enthusiasm. A quick trip

along the rugged coastline, past the
mysteriously named surf breaks of
Jan Juc, Bird Rock, Sparrows, Steps,
Boobs and Winki Pop found us at
the world famous Bells Beach.
Sure it wasn’t one of Bells’ all time
classic days. Actually, as far as Bells
is concerned it was probably as bad
as it ever gets. But hey, it was Bells
Beach and there was nobody else
out. We owned it!
Bells boomers were enjoyed by one
and all. The hooting and carrying
on could probably be heard as far
away as Torquay, or perhaps even
all the way back to Canadian Bay.
After half a dozen waves each we
were all thinking that it was time to
move on.
A quick lunch was had at Pt
Roadnight, Anglesea and then it
was back in the boats to explore the
beaches further south.
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Greg Murray pulled into a punchey
little shore break at a beach called
Sunnymead. The boys were all
yelling “Go Greg, go” but as soon
as he was committed everyone’s
opinions changed to “Oh man, I
don’t think I would have taken
off on that one’” and “Yeah, me
neither.”
Greg took a fair old beating from a
savage little close out. I’m sure he
must have been washing sand out
of various body parts for weeks to
come after that one.
With the Split Point lighthouse
looming, Tony tested our paddling
skill by taking us through some fun
surgey little rock gardens. Chris,
ever the one to pick up a dropped
gauntlet was in the thick of things.
His recent graduation from plastic
Penguin to dingable Raider X did
not slow him down in the slightest.
A great day was had by all. Special
thanks to Tony for sharing his back
yard with us and also thanks to the
partners who not only indulge our
obsession with ‘Huey’ but are even
prepared to pick us up at the end of
the day.
Hope to see everyone down here
again soon

Stuf wot u shood no, lesson two — the short tow
We often don’t emphasise the
usefulness of the short tow and focus
on towing with a 15 m tow rope, when
there are many situations when a short
tow rope can be used to great effect.

Length: the short tow rope should be
close to 60 cm in length — just enough
to reach across from one side of your
kayak, to the outside of a kayak beside
yours.

The short tow rope is essentially used
for short distance or immediate towing,
or used for strapping your kayak to
another kayak or affixing to a solid
object.

Fittings: Ideally flotation, strong snaps
on either end.
Strength: 6 mm or 8 mm.
Two persons involved the group.
Reasons for towing: capsize and
immediate danger, illness, hypothermia,
equipment failure, changed weather
conditions and injury, amongst other
possibilities.

Things to practice
Rafting up with another kayak, which
may involve a lean turn, stopping
stroke, draw or figure of eight draw
strike, as well as strapping and unstrapping the kayaks and dispersing
from the raft. This should be practiced
in progressively rougher conditions.
The short tow when used in an
immediate situation may be done to
pull a kayak with or without paddler
holding on, away from a dangerous

by Peter Costello

situation. i.e. fellow paddler has fallen
out in clapotis (rebound waves), in front
of a rock groin and you need to get
out initially to avoid both paddler and
kayak being washed up on the rocks, to
gain some time to help the paddler back
into their kayak, and set up a longer
tow if this is deemed necessary.
In this instance you would attach the
short tow from any secure point on
your kayak onto a secure point on the
bow (ideally) or stern of the other kayak
and forward or back paddle away from
the danger area quickly.
You may have the other paddler swim if
capable, holds onto the far end of their
kayak and partly swim, or lay atop of
their kayak if capable. Depending on
the situation, you assess whether the
paddler, kayak or both are the priority.
If there are two paddlers and one needs
assistance for any of the reasons above
and stability is deemed a concern,
strapping their kayak facing yours by
using the short tow to attach to the
outside deck lines of both kayaks with
no slack and their kayak leaning in to
yours slightly.
This allows the rescued paddler to
support themselves on your kayak.
They area facing you so yuo may
assess their situation. As the strap
is tight across the decks, it is almost
impossible to fall ‘out’ of the kayaks as
the strapping won’t allow the kayaks to
lean outwards.
Make sure you can reach over the
strapped kayak comfortable enough
to paddle, but wide enough to give
stability as per above.

Top: on land, a short tow rope attached, bottom left: attaching the short
tow rope & right, back paddlig to safety

You will find that the kayaks are not
that hard to steer and get along at a
good speed.

Points of interest
Foam supplier
I was looking to buy some PE closed
cell foam recently to use in seating
and knee braces for our boats. I found
it difficult to obtain. After many
phone calls and assistance from David
Winkworth, I located a supplier in
Thomastown, Melbourne.
They can supply black PE closed cell
foam in a variety of densities and
thickness. The density used in seats etc
is usually 30. The foam comes in sheets
up to 2 m long and 1 m wide. They will
supply smaller amounts and will cut
thickness to order. Maximum thickness
available is 100 mm. If you know the

by James Bate
density you require, ring and order so it
is ready for collection on arrival.
AFC Industries
220 Mahoneys Road
Thomastown,
9462 5222

Velcro and other bits
Leffler and Son in South Melbourne are
the place to go if you need velcro, fastex
type fittings or flat tape (webbing).
Their main game is leather and saddlery
items, but maintain a good range
of the mentioned items. They carry
velcro in sizes up to 100 mm width in
black, beige or white. Flat black tape
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is available in a variety of sizes up to
100 mm. All the common fastex type
fittings are carried. Prices are very
competitive compared to retail stores.
H.Leffler and Son Pty Ltd
50-66 York Street,
South Melbourne
9690 3577
Regards,
0425 818 986
james.bate@bigpond.com

Training, training, training
Level 3 intake • Sat 21 Jan 06

Training dates – Terry Barry

Summer turned on an absolutely
perfect day for this year’s level 3 intake.
The Bay was dead glassy for the entire
day with the temperature nudging the
mid thirties.

For those wishing to progress their
skill levels within the club, here are the
important dates for the year:

This was my first time at our club’s new
hang out, the Canadian Bay sea scout
hall and wow, was I impressed! This is a
great venue complete with a kitchen, a
large hall for lessons, heaps of parking
and it’s right on the water. Apparently
it even has a barbecue tucked around
the back somewhere. Great work
Bill for organising club access to this
awesome facility.
Theory lessons for our future trip
leaders was first off the bat.
The group were given a booklet on all
the things they would need to know for
level 3.Tina gave a great presentation
on leadership and group dynamics,
Terry impressed one and all with his
trip leader’s first aid kit. Rog shared
his experience on boat preparation and
gear stowage and Woolley confused the
hell out of everyone with the dark arts
of vector addition and the calculation of
ferry glide angles.

Grade 1
Assessment at Canadian Bay paddles as
requested
Grade 2
Intake and assessment at the November
AGM

Grade 3
Sunday 2 April surf skills assessment
for the current Grade 3 intake.
Members enrolled for this will be
notified of details.
Saturday & Sunday 6 & 7 May Level 3
assessment.

Phillip Island graduates
11 March 2006
Grade 1
Craig Bennett, Robert Campbell, John
Evertze, Peter Long, Paul Madden, Gary
Porter, Alastair Smith, John Strumpel,
Victoria McCaffrey, Alex Vaulkenburg,
Alan Wallace, Jacki Woodhouse and
Daryl Zampese.
Grade 2
Peter Amaricai (log book pending),
James Bate, Heather Bate, Andrew
Campbell, Les Doyle and Peter Sharp.

Dana in the water

After a morning of theory it was time to
hit the water and practice some skills.
With the training team turning out in
force it was possible to keep the group
sizes nice and small and everyone got
the chance to finetune their technique.
Highlights from the session included
the look on David Golightly’s face when
he pulled off his first ever reenter and
roll. Also watching one of our newest
members Juergen, who had just turned
up for a paddle, enjoying some personal
instruction from Julian.
After a couple of hours of wet work,
we had had about all the sun we could
stand and it was time to head back to
the scout hall for a quick debrief and a
couple of well earned beers.

The last breath for David, before re-enter and roll
Training is a group activity

Tina swims to her kayak
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Wilson’s Promontory — the northern end
Is the northern end of the prom like
the southern end; lots of granite
boulders, clear turquoise water,
tempestuous weather, white sand,
etc? The club paddle organised
for 4–5 February was a great
opportunity to find out, especially
for Grade 2 capable paddlers who
had not ventured to these parts
before.
Raia Wall and Neil Brenton took
the initiative and organised the
trip, with Les Bognar acting as
pod leader. The paddling group
comprised:
Raia Wall Dagger Cortez; Neil
Brenton Dagger Cortez; Richard
Rawling Current Designs Storm;
Ross Armstrong Current Designs
Storm; Phil Woodhouse Mirage 730
double; Taryn Woodhouse Mirage
730 double; Les Bognar Nadgee and
Glenn Taylor wood strip Nadgee
David Golightly was a late apology.
We all met up at Port Welshpool
next to the old Long Jetty, and
got ready for a 10.00 am push
off. Cars were parked in the local
campground nearby for safety (a
modest $2.50 fee well spent).
The tide was falling and the carry
distance lengthening by the minute,
so with all the camping gear loaded,

we all pitched in to carry the loaded
boats to the water.
The conditions were benign, flat
as a tack! We gathered in a ring of
kayak kinship on the beach where
we all confessed our kayaking sins,
agreed on a few ground rules for
the trip down and the did the kayak
haka.
Les was even at this stage fretting
about his stool (not what you think
— more later!) and his new GPS.
Once in the main channel we
absolutely flew towards the Prom:
Point Singapore to be precise. The
GPS reckoned we were doing over
15 km/h with the outgoing tide, and
in the flat conditions.
We hit the northern end of
the Prom in about an hour or
so, propped and then paddled
west past White Dog Point to
Chinaman Beach. Here we landed,
approximately 2 kilometres from
Tin Mine Cove.
We got up close and personal with
the Prom’s march flies, and Les was
able to adjust his stool. The country
here is not as boulder strewn as
the southern Prom. There are lots
of sand dunes, some big hills and
spurs running down to the water,
and beautiful beaches with no one
around — very sublime.

The pod hits the end of the Prom in quick time. We were all
wondering what to do with our spare time!
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by Richard Rawlings

After our snack we headed for Tin
Mine Cove, and met up with the
Woodhouses (John and Anne) who
had paddled in their Tasman double
the night before. The sea and wind
conditions then were choppy,
unpleasant and a bit of a chore.
What a difference 12 hours or so
can make! John wondered where
in the hell we had been, and we all
tried to explain the importance of
Les’s stool to no avail!
We pitched our tents up against the
fence that demarcs the beach from
the coastal heath, and near a small
creek and pond. This water supply
is dubious, and probably best to
take your own in (or boil it).
Technically camping sites are up the
hill in the tea tree, but lugging gear
150 m up the hill was not attractive.
This is a great campsite — idyllic
and subject to spectacular sunset
views. The tide was due to bottom
out early pm and we agreed to grab
lunch and then head off around
4.00 pm for a paddle to nearby
islands.
We all headed out to Granite
Island (about 2.5 km), checked
out the millions of birds, and then
Richard, Les, Raia, Glenn, Phil
and Taryn paddled onto Bennison
Island (~4 km further). A southerly
had cropped up,
but duly died
by the time we
got to Bennison
Island, and then
strengthened
again.
So up went the
sails on boats that
had them and
a fast, spirited
7km paddle back
across the wind
was had — great
fun.
The scenery
was interesting:
clear water,
boulder islands,
mangroves, etc.
But the real key to
paddling in these
parts is knowing
tidal movements.

Get this wrong and you have a lot
of very hard paddling to do in fast
currents. All up, we paddled around
28 km or so for the day.
Back at Tin Mine, a few of us went
swimming (the weather was pretty
warm) and Les practiced rolls —
impressive with his bung shoulder!
We then settled down to dinner
and a very funny evening of kayak
frivolity. The sight of six or so
Trangias brewing various tasty
concoctions was one to behold; pity
about the attack of the sand flies!
The great thing about one night
camps like this is the opportunity
to carry extra food, etc. So out came
some really nice red wine and a few
nips of whisky, setting the scene
for one of the funniest evenings
spent in a long while. Details are
understandably hazy, but Les finally
found his stool.
Only problem is that it broke in the
middle of a kayak yarn and nearly
required Les to be air lifted off the
beach to the local hospital. Having

averted a nasty and unusual injury
(ie for a kayaker), we then got
sillier and sillier, ending the night
with stories of kayak erotica that is
probably outside the remit of Sea
Trek!
The next morning we were all
bright and bushy tailed and pushed
off by 9.00 am. We used the last of
the rapidly out going tide to paddle
around the corner at Entrance
Point, and down to Hunter Point.
Again, the sea was pretty flat
and we rocketed along. We hit
a very large tidal eddy just off
Biddies Cove, which was strong
enough to push us off our course
a little. Highlighting yet again the
importance of tide effects in this
area.
As we hit the Hunter Point area,
there were no waves at all and we
occasionally paddled only metres
out from the beach, albeit it very
deep water. At Hunter Point, Glenn,
Richard, Raia, Les and Phil (both
in the double) headed off to Whale

Rock at Lighthouse Point, another
3 km. The wind (SSE) was starting
to brew up, and the tide was
turning. We set sail back to Hunter
Point and rejoined the others for
lunch at the water’s edge.
Another VSKC club trip was
underway this same weekend,
with a pod led by Jurgen. They had
headed to Johnny Souy Cove for a
camp out, and we luckily had the
opportunity to meet up at the lunch
spot. It was great for the two pods
to catch up, exchange info, etc. We
left our colleagues at Hunter Point
for their lunch and headed off for
Port Welshpool, 16 or so kilometres
away.
The wind had strengthened now,
and was blowing 15 kph or so. The
consequent chop again bought out
the sails, with the Woodhouses
joining us in the big double for the
run back to home base. Again, with
the incoming tide, we set a cracking
pace.
The pod stretched out a little,
but we all stayed in touch. By the
time we hit the last of the channel
into Port Welshpool, the 60 km
or so covered in the weekend was
becoming enough and we all had
to be alert for many power boats
(some with very big wakes that
demanded good bracing!).
We were all off the water by 3.00
pm, ending a very enjoyable
club paddle indeed. It was well
organised, the pod teamed well and
more experienced paddlers passed
on their wisdom and guidance in
constructive ways.
Several of us had not done a kayak
camp before, so it was a great
shake down trip. This type of trip
is highly recommended, a great
way to push the boundaries a bit
and understand why cheap stools
require great diligence!

Top photo — Les and his infamous
stool, later in the evening this was
destroyed in an over zealous story
telling moment. Lesson: beware
cheap stools and gear!
At left —View of the campsite at
Tin Mine Cove — a great spot and
highly recommended
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Photo of the issue — Raia Wall and seals in a licorice sea at Seal Rocks

